June 21, 2018

Please find the following addendum to the below mentioned QUOTE.

Addendum No.: 1

Quote#: 307-00-18-17-1

Project Name: Autumn Haven Circle Drainage

Quote Due Date: Tuesday, June 26, 2018

GENERAL INFORMATION:

1. Please add the following location map behind Attachment A – Pricing Sheet.

2. From 432 Autumn Haven Circle, the sink hole is visible along the subsurface lateral to the left of the drive. Starting at that point, the Contractor will remove and replace pipe running along the fence into the backyard at 432 Autumn Haven Circle and ending in the backyard of 329 Autumn Way.

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS:

Question #1: Will any drawings be issued for this project or a pre-bid site visit be held so that contractors will know exactly what and where the storm pipe need to be replaced?

Answer #1: Please see the attached location map. A pre-bid site visit will not be held.

ATTACHEMENTS:

1. Location Map.pdf

<< End of Addendum #1 >>